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Sometimes Known As The SWIMMING CAT
GELIDONYA KARl DES
and Kitten in the water
Owned by Mrs. L.L. Russell
Pholo by permission of Anne Cumbers

By Lydia L. Russell
The Turkish Van Cats have been around in Britain since
1955 when Laura Lushington and her friend, Sonia
Halliday, brought in the first pair from Turkey. Four years
later they imported a further pair. At the time something
of a stir was caused among cat fanciers as the Turks,
having no woolly undercoat. neither fitted into the long
haired category like the Persians, nor could they be
described as short-haired. Furthermore, the head was
said to be too Asiatic for a supposed long-hair. This
resulted in suggestions that they should be crossed with
white long-hairs in order to correct these peculiarities.
Miss Lushington, however, would have none of this, her
view being that they were a pure bred type and. if they
were crossed with anything else, they would no longer be
Turkish Vans. VAN was the name Miss Lushington took
for her cattery prefix, taken from the district of Lake Van
where the cats were first seen swimming in the lakes.
When she decided on
--~~._~...... ~<J,,\ that name she did not
"
.. , ••
then know that, accord
"'- :::: :'-~~'
tng to the rules of the
~ - ,,":='~~ Governing Council of the
Cat Fancy, one must not
use place names, thus the reason for finally deciding to
call them Turkish Cats rather than Van. Now, with the
Angora it has become necessary to call them Turkish Van
to avoid confusion.
With the assistance of the officers of the Colourpoint
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Rex-Coated & A.G. V. Club, with which the Turkish
Group is now affiliated, Miss Lushington's stance was
accepted and, in June 1967, the breed was granted a Pro
visional standard by the Governing Council of the Cat
Fancy (GCCF), who are the sole Authority in Britain on
such matters. In 1969, the standard was confirmed and
championship status, together with the Breed NO.13d,
was granted. The points are as follows: 
COLOUR & COAT: Chalk White with no trace of yellow. AUburn
markings on face with white blaze. Ears white: nose tip,
pads and inside ears a delicate shell pink. Fur long, soft
and silky to the roots, no woolly undercoat.
HEAD: Short wedge; well feathered large ears upright and set
fairly close together; long nose.
EYES: Round. colour light amber. rims pink-skinned.
BODY: Long but sturdy. legs medium in length; neat round feet
with well tufted toes. Males should be particularly muscu
lar on neck and shoulders.
TAIL: Full, medium length. auburn in colour with faint auburn
rings in cats. more distinct ring markings in kittens.
SCALE OF POINTS
Colour and coat. . . . . . . . . .. 35
Head
25
Eyes
10
Body
10
Brush
10
Condition
10
TOTAL: 100
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BREEDERS SINCE 1967

Stock Newly Imported Irom
TURKEY

THE SWIMMING CATS DF LAKE VAN

kastatt)~t)~u

cattery

RECENT SUCCESSES

CHAMPION KASTAMONOU MAHI (Great Britain) .. INTERNATIONAL GRAND CHAMPION KASTAMONOU FAHIR (Europe)

Mrs. L. L. Russell
Applemore Cottage
Dibden, Southampton S04 5TL

Telephone: National - 0703842289
International - + 44703 842289

ENGLAND
me now.

NOTE: This is the ideal, some cats may have small auburn mark
ings irregularly placed but this should not disqualify an
. otherwise good specimen.

The first Turk I showed was Van Nukre, also still alive
and very beautiful at 15 years of age. She was spayed
when I bought her, six months old, and not at all used to
human company. This, I believe, was the reason for her
doubtful temperament. She is still very shy, although she
lives in a box on top of my washing machine, Van Nukre
drew unfavourable comment twice, I am afraid, by biting
a steward. Judge Dr, Ivor Raleigh remarked in Fur &
Feather that he thought it would be unfair to show her
again, a view with which I heartily concurred,
T.here

(rev. 1980) Also in use in Europe.

Average weight of the males is about 12-lbs.
(Neuters have been known to tip the scales at 19-1bs.)
They are cobby and muscular in build and they are
affectionate and cuddly. The females are daintier, and
average about 8-lbs. They make good mothers and,
together with their owners, dote upon thei r kittens. These
are born with the markings already defi~ed, and they are
beautiful right from the start.
Vans are at their best in winter In their country of
origin -the area of Lake Van and Mt. Ararat, the winters
are lengthy and very cold and their beautiful silky coat
grows long and abundant, the males displaying a magnif
icent ruff. In the summer, however, the weather gets very
hot and the animal sheds its coat to such an extent that it
could easily be taken for a short hair. It is then that it takes
to the waters - to cool off.
My Interest in the Turks was aroused when I first read
about them in the early days: but I did not actually be
come involved until 1966. I was intrigued by the fact that
they were still striving for recognition as a breed, and that
a number of worthy cal people were interested. I received
my first queen, Van Fethiye, from Miss Lushington and
commenced breeding. She was a delightful lillie queen.
very dainty, with the
sweete t nature you
could hope for. She
adored shows and
seemed to bow to her
pu blic as they stopped by
her cage.
My next queen was
Gelidonya Karides
(Shrimp), who is still with
Van Nukre (Ingot of Silver) 
Neutered female bred by Miss
Lushington, owned by Mrs. L.
Russell. Paul Kaye phD/D.

Kittens of Gelidonya
Karides. bred by Mrs. L.
Russell. Center kitten
has excellent head
markings: other two:
left very good, other fair
Photo permission of Anne

I Cumbers.

I
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have been others of
this breed that have
ha skirmishes with
jUdges and stewards
- just as there must
be judges and stew
ards who have had
skirmishes with other breeds, so that I find nothing extra
ordinary In this I personally have always found the Turks
easy to handle and I am sure my fellow breeders would
agree with me. With the growth of the number of breeders
it is quite evident Irom the comments of many judges,
both in Britain and on lhe continent. that these cilts are
now becoming very adaptable They are animals of indiv
idual personality and much depends on the moulding
influence of their owners.
I would estimate that there are about 100 breeding
Turkish Vans distributed over Britain. France. Holland,
Denmark, Switzerland. Germany. Australia, New
Zealand, South Africa and Canada. There were one or
two breeders in the States. as a friend of mine, who no
~
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Chatterie de KAIRIA et BADRUL BOUDOUR
SACRES DE

BIRMANIE

blue er seal point

CHINCHILLAS

CHATS TURCS DU LAC DE VAN

TURKISH VAN CATS

Madame M.-N. Ledermann
Villa Aiglan
1095 Route de Trans
83300 Draguignan, FRANCE

tel: (94) 680533

longer breeds, exported one or two a few years ago. But I
don't think anything grew from this. Indeed, I am
informed the Turkish Vans are not even recognized in
America. I gather that some of the withdrawal symptoms
go back to the days when the likes of Van Nukre let the
side down. This, according to one American breeder's
veterinarian is "due to inbreeding". It is remarkable how
glibly veterinarians blame inbreeding as the cause of the
temperament of a high spirited animal when you think of
how incestuous are the pedigrees of many dogs and cats
that have been evolved by man in the past. In fact it would
be possible to infer that the reasons why some animals
are docile is for precisely the same argument. The veter
inarian is after all a man of business, and he can be for
given for latching onto the inbreeding theory to avoid
offending the client who pays the bills.
However, for many reasons which do not have to be
explained to the experienced breeder, the introduction of
new blood is of paramount importance. As long ago as
November, 1972, Miss Lushington made this point in Fur
& Feather:
"I am in the process of importing fu rther Turkish cats to enlarge
my stock and that of my co-breeders. I have engaged the help of a
friend, who has been working in Turkey (and who has long been
associated with me in the establishing of the breed), to obtain a
pair of Turkish (Van) kittens or of young cats for me. She has
been making arrangements with this object in mind, but has been
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for the last three months, and still is, coping with the multifarious
regulations regarding the export of these cats from Turkey.
"Other breeders of this unique breed are fully aware of their
responsibilities in perfecting their recently established lines.
They have agreed with me that we cannot, for the time being, sell
further queens for breeding and subsequent mating to our
present studs. unt<! more pure Turkish (Van) cats 'are introduced
to our stocks. This is a hard and laborious tenet to stick to, but
other breeders will realise that we hold ourselves true to the re
quirements of the GCCF.
"We are all striving to keep the Turkish cat pure, refusing to
cross or in-breed. They have been granted their own Standard of
Points and are as they are, without scientific experimentation.
Seventeen years of establishing this interesting breed is nol
going to be helped by undue haste or reckless breeding."

In 1980 I sold a stud to Michelle Lederma'nn of
Draguignan - the first Turkish Van to enter France.
Kastamonou Fahir has literally done the Grand Tour of
Europe with his owner. He is now an International Grand
Champion, but this is not his only achievement. I have it
on good authority, from more than one source, that he is
an inordinately well-loved Tom, with several ladies of the
human species, not to mention the gentlemen, delighting
'
in seeing him at the shows.
In October, 1980, my husband and I realised a long
cherished ambition. My husband, Noel, went to Turke)
twice, once in June to pave the way and again in Octobe'
to bring back two unrelated queens. One is called Bene
CAT WORLD'· INTERNATIONAL MAGAZINE. July/August. 1982

Kadikoylu Ikingi - Benek means Spot and she was thus
named by her owner in Turkey because she has one on
her shoulder. This is quite common in the breed and the
Turks call these spots the "thumb mark of Allah".
Kadikoylu - from the village of Kadikoy, Ikingi - 2nd.
The other queen is Cicek Modali Ucingi - Cicek (pro
nounced Chichek) means flower; Modali - from the
village of Moda; Ucingi - 3rd. (There was to have been a
first, but this is another story!)
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In Britain, owing to our anti-rabies laws, importing
livestock is a complicated, long and expensive business
and the cats have to spend six months in quarantine. My
husband will tell how he got them in Turkey:
IMPORTING TURKISH VAN CATS INTO BRITAIN
"Turkish people are among the world's worst
correspondents as I found when letters to certain veterin
ary and zoological contacts remained unanswered. It
was obvious that to obtain new stock of Turkish Van Cats
I must go to the country and look for myself.
CH Servet-I-Fecr Timour
"Once having arrived, I found the people charming,
AT STUD -Import from Turkey
Kittens by Reservation
hospitable and very helpful- it's just that they do not like
writing letters. I made contact with an animal protection
society, Istanbul Hayvan Sevenlar Dernegi, who intro
Ph: (94) 68-92-90
Colette Millo
duced me to families who possessed the type of cats I
Villa Danielle,
wanted, and I spent a pleasant two weeks getting to know
Route du Muy,
these people and making arrangements to be advised
83720 TRANS-en-Provence, FRANCE
when kittens became available. I have some knowledge ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
of the Turkish language, which proved very helpful.
We took possession of Benek and Cicek In April 1981
"Six months later, having been advised by telephone
and, on October 25th we were able to show three of their
(not by letter!) that some kittens were ready, armed with a
offspring at a meeting of our Turkish Group. I was not
British import licence (which I was lucky enough to get
able to use my prefix because, according to GCCF rules,
within a week) I set off again for Turkey, where I selected
new, unregistered imports cannot be given one. There is
two unrelated females. I paid nothing for the kittens.
no Cat Fancy in Turkey; there are no organised breeders
They were a gift. Honour was satisfied by my making a
as we know them. There being no registration of cats in
contribution to the funds of the animal protection society
Turkey, our imported animals are regarded as non-pedi
_ in fact, t became a member.
gree. Under the rules of GCCF no progeny of these are
"The Turkish Governmen't imposes no restrictions
eligible for exhibiting until the third generation. We
cannot, therefore, show any of these cats in Britain as
on the export of Van Cats; but the red tape involved in
yet, but this restriction does not apply in Europe. We
getting them away took two days of concentrated effort
hope, therefore, in due course, to have established new
and travelling between the offices of the various depart
lines which will be beneficial to the Turkish Vans of the
ments concerned, even with the help of my friends in the
future.
animal protection society, who knew all the ropes.
From the litters produced in July '81,by both Benek
and Cicek, two have been exported to Europe where they
"I used a special crate, which I took with me, but I
understand I could have bought one at Istanbul airport.
will be able to be shown. Three of the remainder have
The cats travelled in the cargo compartment of the same
been selected for breeding in this country so, hopefUlly,
plane as myself. On arrival at Heathrow (London airport)
at the end of this breeding season, we should have our
they went immediately into quarantine and I was not
second generation.

~

allowed to go near them.
"The next time I saw the kittens was a few weeks
later, when I was allowed to visit them at the Cheldene
Quarantine Cattery, (Mrs. Margaret Manolson).
Aldbourne Chase, near Marlborough, in Wiltshire, where
. they received first class attention." _ _ J. N. Russell
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I have some nice kittens from Benek just now,
including a really good male, and her import companion,
Cicek, is expecting kittens.
~
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Mrs. D. COLLIER
POBox 131
Concord, N.S.W.,
Australia 2137
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(Sacred Cat of Burma)

VANS IN AUSTRALIA

Dawn Collier

In August, 1981, Mrs. Dawn Collier. MYITKYINA Cattery.
imported two Vans from the U.K. - the first of the breed
in the state of New South Wales. Mrs. L L. Russell is the
breeder of Kastamonou Rahman. male. and Kastamonou
Ziba, female, who were released from quarantine in
November, '81. These two have been joined by a female
from New Zealand, bred by Mrs. Noelene Dally, named
Arodelle Aanya. In these two photos, taken for a news
paper, the cats are playing with their toys in a tub of
water - a favorite place to play.

other countries. Cooperation between countries is a
necessity in order to prevent in-breeding.

GRAND INTE!RNA TlONAL CHAMPION SIVEREK DE KAIRIA
ET BADRUL BOUDOUR. male bred by M.Ledermann, owned
by Peler Silfels, Gyurtsularjadan Cattery. The Netherlands.

VANS IN FRANCE· Michelle Ledermann's Recipe
for Failing In Love with a Turk 

(Above) ArodelJe Aanya, 7
months old female. (Right)
Kastamonou Rahman, male.
13 months old, observed by
Aanya.
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VANS IN THE NETHERLANDS

Peter Siffels

There is unique cooperation between Turkish Van
breeders in France, U.K., Germany and Holland. New
bloodlines have been imported between the countries to
make a good breeding program with as many different
lines as possible. New lines from Turkey are necessary.
Because there are not many stud male Van Cats in
Holland, Mr. Peter Siffels writes, queens are taken to
breeders in France or Germany, it being impossible to
take any to England due to the quarantine. However,
there is no problem in exporting the cats from England to
22

As a child in Morocco, I was completely hypnotized by
my schoolmate's auburn ponytail. It was beautiful- not
red, but a hot, dark brown-orange, shining in the sun,
always dancing when she moved. It was absolutely
splendid. Several years later, as I started to work with an
airline, I took my first trip to Istanbul and, during the stop
over, went with the crew to a small pretty lake outside the
city for a fishing party. We passed a little village and a tiny
house and, suddenly, at its corner, I saw a magnificent
brush, with long hair shining in the sun. I never saw to
which or what it belonged. but the recollection of my
friend's blazing coiffure was blought back.
Later on, I started to be involved with the Cat Fancy
and cats, of course, and discovered the pictures in Grace
Pond's book of a beautiful white and auburn cat. The
white was pure, bright, and the auburn seemed to
possess the rare hot tint I had once admired so much in
my childhood. At that moment I decided to find a cat like
this for myself. I remembered the brush in Turkey. I found
out more about the Van Cats through several lectures
and pictures, mostly taken by the Misses Lushington and
Halliday. Then, while stewarding for Miss Pond at a
show, we talked about the breed, unknown at that time on
the continent, and she gave me the addresses of some
British breeders.
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. ~ TURKISH VAN Cats - and BIRMANS. TURKISH ANGORA. BALINESE
At the moment I have two litters
of Turkish Van from very good
Import parents
sired by:
GR INT.CH SIVEREK

Grand International Champion

Mr. PETER SIFFElS.

~IVEREK

DE KAIRIA ET BADRUL BOUOOUR

Zoutmanlaan 13 •

1901 WB Castricum, The Netherlands Tel: 02518-55572

I wrote to all of them, but had no reply, except one
who had no kittens to export. Meanwhile, I got in touch
with the Turkish Embassy in Paris, met some persons,
none of whom had ever seen such cats, but the cultural
attache gave me a letter to introduce myself in Ankara.
One day, just as I had made up my mind to go to
Turkey on vacation and try to come back to France with
at least a pair, the phone rang and a voice came over
saying that two British ladies were in town and would be
pleased to come over and visit us to talk about. .. Van
cats!! So they did - and my love story with my Turks
began. When I opened the door, I instinctively knew that
Lydia Russell and I would become close friends. She is a
marvelous and brilliant old lady with a terrific sense of
humor and considerable knowledge.
We spent the
whole afternoon in a big chat, talking about the Vans, her
cattery, showing pictures and, at the end, she offered us
two male kittens for sale. I just had to make my own
choice. I couldn't believe it - I had waited for such a long
time. Two months later, I flew to Southampton, entered
Lydia's place and fell in love with FAHIR!!

I have been tracing the origins of the Turkish Van
Cats. Lake Van lies at the foot of Mt.Ararat, in an area
flanked to the north by Russia, to the east by Azerbaidjan
and Bakhtari and to the south by the Iranian and Syrian
frontiers. The first appearance of a long haired cat
occurred during the occupation of Armenia by the
Romans (AD 75 - 387) when the batlie standard and
armour of some of the soldiers showed a cat whose fur
was neither long nor short, was of a light, self-color and
had a ringed tail. In AD 387, Armenia was divided
between the Roman and the Persian empires. At the
beginning of the 11th Century, the Turks arrived in Arme
nia and settled and the Turkish empire grew until it
became the most powerful in Europe.
:.. .

GRANO INTERNA TlONAL CHAMPION KASTAMONOU FAHIR .

SElF de KAIRIA et BAoRUL-BOUoOUR

I like to think that when the Ark arrived on Mt. Ararat
and the floods receded, the Turkish Van Cats came down
the slopes of the mountain towards the shores of Lake
Van, and the son and daughter of the lion that sneezed
out the first cats in the Ark took possession of their king
dom and their world.
Michelle Ledermann
Editor's Note: Mlle. Michelle Ledermann is credited with being
largely instrumental in establishing the Vans in France and. with
the great unity of a group of breeders. in Europe. The TV film she
made to promote the cats had a great success in December 1981.
CWI, Jan/Feb. '76 carried a Turkish Van article with photos,
by Mrs. J. Glen-West. VAolBA TI Callery, England.
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